






How to educate and engage busy 








LRTP and MPO Engagement Philosophy
• Engage early and often
• For technical topics, use technical 
member expertise
• Try to be creative with dense material
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Proposed Approach
• Technical memorandum with detailed 
descriptions
• 25 Performance Measures (PMs) to begin
• Each PM was about 1-2 pages in a 
memo; 
• Discuss during Steering Committee 
meeting
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How did the first meeting go?
• Received valuable input but long 
meeting
• Unable to cover as many PMs as desired
• Missing committee members felt behind
• Staff knowledge felt like a hammer 
against committee suggestions instead of 
a gentle guiding voice
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Objectives of PM Meeting
• Baseline Knowledge
• Provide members with baseline information 
about technical topic
• Active Engagement
• More talking, less listening to a single speaker
• Valuable Input




• Staff discussion of new strategies to 
educate/engage about PMs
• T4A Performance Measures Academy
• Workshop style
• Engaged policy members who attended
8
Engagement Opportunity Options 
• Longer meeting
• From 1 hour to 4
• Shorter meeting, more meetings
• From 1 meeting every couple months to 1 
meeting every month
• Day-long Retreat
• 1 long meeting; workshop style
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Daylong Retreat
• Allow longer time for 
members to engage
• Bring in speakers
• Use a creative location to reduce 
distractions
• Provide opportunity for members to move 





• Invited guest speakers
• Kansas City, MO MPO
• Completed PM in previous LRTP
• Provide good overview of exercises and 
what we could do
• FHWA Safety
• Examples of PMs in action
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Final PM Engagement Steps
• Filtering
• IRTC Presentation
• Final Steering Committee PM meeting
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Lessons Learned
• Small groups helpful for technical topics
• Too much time between meetings 
hindered understanding/input
• Brevity is helpful




Stuff we did that you shouldn’t do
• Present PMs in PPTs
• Expect people to read lengthy 
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